
Creative for Cosmetaic

There are many moments in life.

When you cannot find the solution no matter how hard you run,

When you are faced with an important decision,

When you cannot find a breakthrough towards your dream…

Whenever you are faced with these moments,

There are people, who solve these problems,

With unexpected ideas and help.

Like a faithful and inspiring friend running with you

To fulfill your vision.

COS NINE Prologue

COS NINE would like to be
 your faithful partner

Expectation

Inspiration

Collaboration

COS NINE, your friend whom you anticipate more and more, and your friend

 who always gives you more than your expectations, will now be your dream.

COS NINE will be your endless inspiration so that

 you will be revitalized even just by accompanying.

Beyond OEM and ODM, but as OCM(Original Creation Manufacturing),

 COS NINE will make masterpieces, beyond products, with you.

COS NINE’s creative thinking begins 

towards the best cosmetics

Creative for Cosmetic
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first 
creative thinking

Why is
COS NINE 

Choosing 
number 
‘9’?

COS NINE has chosen the number 9 to capture the 
best and perfection of the number 9 into cosmetics, 
and has made a CI that makes the number ‘9’ by 
gathering 9 figures. It is to show the brand’s will to 
find the characteristics and beauty to all people.

Ancients thought of 9 as the 
perfect number that does not 
perish. It means mysterious power 
in Hebrew. And it means ‘the 
best’ in Sanskrit.

second 
creative thinking

Why is
COS NINE 

Pursuing 
the difficult 
OCM?

Why is
COS NINE 

Making 
cosmetic 
factories 
underground?

COS NINE is the first Korean company 
to construct the entire production line 
underground. By completely sealing off 
unnecessary light, temperature, humidity 
and dusts through underground 
production line, COS NINE is producing 
the perfect products.

Even by 1°C, 1% of humidity, 
and 1mm of light and vibration, 
the quality of cosmetics can be 
changed.

third 
creative thinking

COS NINE, the production 
and manufacturing 
corporation, is behind the 
success of Guerisson and 
Cloud 9.

Simply surpassing OEM and ODM, 
through OCM(Original Creation 
Manufacturing), COS NINE suggests 
beyond the features that clients ask for, 
and make a masterpiece, not simply a 
product.

Why is
COS NINE 

Collaborating 
with 
robots?

COS NINE installed automated robots, optimized for 
mass production, to 5 parts to obtain the production 
levels of 10 million products per month, the most in the 
industry. The first robot production line in Korea is also 
an innovation that minimizes the pollution by blocking out 
dust and oil leak.

If people and robots worked together at a 
cosmetics factory, How much more efficient 
would the results be?

fourth
creative thinking

fifth
creative thinking

If a client could track the 
production process of 
requested cosmetics like 
tracking parcel delivery, 
how convenient would it 
be?

COS NINE implemented CEP, cosmetics production-specialized 
ERP system, to integrate and share all information from 
ordering(OMS) and production(POP) to delivery(WMS).
Also through web and smartphone app based alert system, clients 
can check the manufacturing process in real time,
And respond to problems immediately, upon the request of 
clients.

Why is
COS NINE 

Revealing all 
manufacturing 
process through 
smartphone?

sixth
creative thinking

Why is
COS NINE 

Tracking 
warehouse 
through 
navigation?

Just like navigation is needed to find the 
quickest route, Complicated warehouse needs 
navigation also.

COS NINE’s warehouse performs arrival/shipment 
management in real time through Bluetooth barcode scanner 
and smartphone.
Also the position tracking system, using WMS(warehouse 
management system), is automatically synched with 3 way 
forklift to approach any product most quickly and accurately.

seventh
creative thinking

Why is
COS NINE 

Having 
3 R&D 
labs?

Why is
COS NINE 

Not sparing 
any human 
resources and 
equipment 
for quality 
assurance?

Cosmetics production company is not an 
exception in this age of fusion of different 
departments.

Maintaining high quality is 
More difficult than making products.

eighth
creative thinking

Through research development based on the needs of clients 
and trends, COS NINE is organically managing 3 R&D labs 
from Product Lab that increases product competitiveness, 
Design Lab that provides packages that considers production 
and distribution as well as beautiful design, and Marketing 
Lab that suggests brand strategy and ensures marketing 
competitiveness of clients.

Therefore, COS NINE is not sparing any 
investments on quality assurance system.
COS NINE abides in-company regulations as well 
as CGMP and ISO standards to construct the 
impeccable quality assurance infrastructure.

ninth
creative thinking Why is

COS NINE 

Insisting on high-
priced capital region 
position?

Despite the high cost, COS NINE built manufacturing 
facilities in the capital region. With optimal shipment 
position that can deliver within an hour from Seoul, 
Incheon International Airport, Gimpo International 
Airport, and Incheon Harbor, COS NINE has proved its 
competitiveness again.

Regardless of excellent technology,
If the product is not supplied quickly,
COS NINE cannot lead the market.
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